Passes out books

Tidies up library

Keeps books nice

Set table

1
Stamp date on art
Pass out materials
Bring materials to the teacher

Turn on/off lights
Turn off leaky faucets
Count to 5
Remind teacher to put away laptop
First in line

Last in line
Hold door open for class

Feed

fish
Waters plants

Checks on plants

First one to clean up

Flashlight inspection

Pick up litter

Check floors after meals
Points to

Calendar

Leads class in deep breaths

Reports the weather

Helps

the teacher

\[ 250 \div 5 = 50 \]

\[ 8 + 6 = 14 \]

\[ ABC \]
Reminds class to be quiet

Rings Quiet Bell

Greets students

Watches out for bullies

Reminds class of mystery motivator

Compliments others
Checks schedule

Thinks about

Next activity

Reminds teacher when time is up

When student is absent

takes job